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In 1879, Hungarian legislators deemed it was time to settle the issue of citizenship
once and for all. The moment was not chosen by mere accident, because the previous
years had witnessed an upsurge of legislative acts striving to legally settle the ques-
tion of who should belong to the states of Europe. The bill was discussed and opined
by the Naturalization Committee of the Parliament. The most important problems
were the naturalization and the absence. The first regulation of Hungarian citizen-
ship according to the contemporary constitutional reforms and legal practice only
took place in 1879. It is a major milestone in Hungarian citizenship law, since it also
incorporated in its system the cases of acquisition and loss of citizenship. The law
contains detailed provisions on how the legal relationship between the citizen and
the state could be established and terminated. The objective of the law was to make
the system of citizenship clear and transparent.
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The antecedents of the first Hungarian citizenship law date back to the period
of the Revolution and War of Independence of 1848. The bill submitted to the Par-
liament of 1847/48 already contained the conditions for the acquisition and loss of
citizenship.1 Due to the importance of the bourgeois transformation, however, the
detailed debate of the proposal was subsequently taken off the agenda. Boldizsár
Horváth, Minister of Justice, submitted another proposal in 1868, but this did not
become law either, as it was not even debated by the Parliament.
Only after settling the most important issues of the age of dualism did the legis-
lators consider the time as appropriate for the legal regulation of the question of
citizenship.
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1. Archival Sources of the Citizenship Law of the Dual Monarchy
(Act 50 of 1879)
When examining the history of citizenship law, in addition to secondary
sources, we must give some attention to the primary sources available in the col-
lections of the Parliament and various archives, most importantly the Hungarian
National Archive.
The bill drafted for debate in the Parliament was received by the Minister of the
Interior on August 21, 1879 (under number 38607).2 György Lukács, Ministerial
Councilor, sent a letter to the Prime Minister and attached the bill on the loss and
acquisition of Hungarian citizenship, which had been formulated in the negotia-
tions between the Minister of Justice and the Minister of the Interior. Some provi-
sions of the bill were subsequently amended, and therefore the ministry attached a
warrant explaining that the Minister of Justice had proposed further modifica-
tions.3
As concerning the bill, the Minister disapproved some of its aspects. Owing to
the agreements on Section 11 and 21 of the bill, he deemed it necessary to insert
the following provision in Section 31. In order to keep a record of the related de-
tails, decisions on naturalization were to be communicated to the Prime Minister
on a case-by-case basis. Furthermore, he did not accept the wording of Section 47
saying that “those individuals who have been implicitly regarded as recognized
citizens in the legal practice so far, shall preserve their status unless they will attest
within one year as from the Act of the Parliament taking effect that they intend to
preserve their foreign citizenship.”4 According to the Minister, this rule was not
adequate, as it could not be trusted to a person’s will that “he should be a Hungar-
ian citizen or not, because [...] it would induce that those being liable to or having
been enrolled to military service could exempt themselves or their sons from this
liability with a simple declaration asserting that they wish to keep the allegiance to
their former homeland as without being able to prove the preservation of the for-
eign citizenship by means of their passport or of any other document.”5 In the min-
ister’s opinion, this corollary was not to provide the bill with a retroactive force,
but to make the prevalent practice more precise, as well as to facilitate the work of
the competent authorities in the interim period. Finally, he wanted to modify the
criteria of obtaining citizenship.6
Thus drafted, the bill was sent to the Minister Resident in the Royal Court in
Vienna to have him request the pre-sanction of the bill, which then could be pro-
pounded to the parliamentary debate with the following caption: “Deferential
propoundment to His Majesty, Emperor and Apostolic King by Kálmán Tisza,
Royal Prime Minister of Hungary questing supreme permission to put the bill on
the acquisition and loss of Hungarian citizenship forward in the Parliament for
constitutional debate.”7
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The justification in the letter argued that in Hungary the issue of citizenship had
still not been regulated by law, and to make up this deficiency a bill had been
drafted as agreed on by the Minister of Justice, and approved by an earlier meeting
of the Cabinet Council.8 It introduced the most essential provisions of the bill. Cit-
izenship could be acquired in four ways: by descent, legitimization, marriage, and
naturalization. This latter case was given a detailed discussion as one that could
acquire Hungarian citizenship if the person in question had been a foreigner, or
could obtain a naturalization certificate from the competent authorities, or was
awarded with a royal diploma of naturalization, and also took the oath of alle-
giance. It was emphasized that Section 8 listed the conditions to be met if one
wanted to be naturalized by means of an authority certificate.9 Such documents
could be issued by the Hungarian Minister of the Interior, the Ban of Croatia, and
the National Authority of the Border Region.10 To ensure the adequacy of registra-
tion, the Prime Minister was to enter every single case of naturalization in a sepa-
rate ledger. From the date of taking the oath of allegiance, any person naturalized
in this way was considered to be a Hungarian citizen, yet some restrictions were
conceived as necessary to be posed on them: they could not be members of the leg-
islature immediately, and ennobled by the pure act of naturalization.
The letter also expounded the passages on the loss of citizenship. Citizens un-
der the liability to military service could only be dismissed from allegiance if they
were granted an emigration permit by the joint Minister of War. It highlighted that
those persons who had been neither exempted from such liability, nor enrolled to
military service could only be dismissed if the object of emigration was not the
disengagement from liability to military service.11 In wartime the right to make
the related decision was to be reserved to the king. There was also to be a registry
of dismissals. The letter specifically referred to Sections 38 to 45, which com-
prised the regulations for recovering citizenship, as well as for re-naturalization.
One of the final clauses stipulated that the act would not affect the citizenship
of those who had obtained naturalization certificates before the effective date of
the Act. Hungarian citizen would be those people who
have resided on the territory of the countries under the Hungarian
Crown for at least ten years without interruption before the effective
date of this Act, even if in more than one location, and entered into
the tax registry of any domestic township, unless they provide
evidence within one year as from the effective date of this Act that
they have maintained their foreign citizenship.12
The Minister justified the addition of this latter deadline to the bill by arguing
that a person who had long been living in the territory of the Hungarian state and
benefited from “all the rights of national residents”13 should not subsequently
avoid fulfilling the related civil obligations. Naturally, the King approved the re-
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quest, and empowered the Prime Minister to put the bill forward in the Parlia-
ment.14
Prime Minister Kálmán Tisza personally contributed to Hungary’s first law on
citizenship;15 and the bill was discussed and opined by the Naturalization Com-
mittee of the Parliament.
2. Work in the Naturalization Committee
In 1879 Hungarian legislation deemed it was time to settle the issue of citizen-
ship once and for all. The previous years had witnessed an upsurge of legislative
acts striving to legally settle the question of who should belong to the states of Eu-
rope (Germany Act of 1870, Switzerland Act of 1876, Italy Civil Code of 1865,
Great Britain Act of 1870). This international wave was joined by Hungary, when
on 8 October 1879 Prime Minister Kálmán Tisza introduced the bill on the “acqui-
sition and loss of Hungarian citizenship” to the House of Representatives. The jus-
tification of the bill identified as main reasons the need for, on the one hand, the
clearing up of a rather confused legal situation, and on the other hand the protec-
tion of the interests of the Hungarian state.16 The proposal law was intended to fill
in a substantial gap, since the loss of citizenship, apart from the case of a Hungar-
ian woman marrying a foreigner, had not been regulated by national laws so far.
The House of Representatives, immediately upon the Prime Minister’s propo-
sition, set up a 15-member naturalization committee on the very same day. The
representative in charge of the issue, Jenõ Péchy praised the proposed act as one
that is
generally filling in such a gap, as well as satisfies such an old desire
of the public that we can safely say that our Government could not
have possibly healed a more serious wound than it did by its declared
intention to regulate by law the so far unattended issues of citizenship
and naturalization.17
As concerning the principles of the bill, Jenõ Péchy specified three essential
“governing conceptions”: equality, the principle of the one and the same citizen-
ship, and ”the special Hungarian nature.”18 After the ceremonious address by the
committee presenter, Nándor Szederkényi, an opposition representative disclosed
his observations to the Parliament. In his contribution he criticized the govern-
ment for trying to put the bill through the Parliament with excessive haste. “This
bill is not debated in accordance with its significance,”19 and owing to the brevity
of time20 the representatives could not make serious inquiries. He joined issue
with Jenõ Péchy about “the special Hungarian nature” of the bill, when consider-
ing the proposition from another point of view, he declared:
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… this bill is anything but of Hungarian nature. This bill fosters gen-
eral cosmopolitanism, establishes – what is the most injurious to
Hungary – common soil with Austria, against which the Hungarian
state and Hungarian citizens always object to.21
At this point, Representative Szederkényi uttered his opinion that the part of
the proposition related to the naturalization and re-naturalization of foreigners pri-
marily produced “exceptional conditions with Austria.” In this respect he mo-
tioned that it should not be the monarch, but the legislative body that was to be
vested with the right of naturalizing foreigners, and those persons naturalized in
this way should not be allowed to be members in the Hungarian legislation or the
Hungarian Crown Council; furthermore, in order to reinforce the special Hungar-
ian nature of the act, the addressee of the oath of allegiance should be the King of
Hungary instead of “His Majesty, Emperor and Apostolic King.” He even pro-
posed to eliminate the passage of Section 32 outright that was the most ardently
challenged in the course of the whole parliamentary debate for stipulating that if
Hungarian citizens keep away from the monarchy for ten years without interrup-
tion and permission, they should lose their Hungarian citizenship (Szederkényi
suggested applying this provision only to foreigners having been naturalized,
while in the case of “natives” forfeiture of the title should be judged according to
their merits).22
On the basis of the Resolution by the Naturalization Committee No. 1685
passed on 8 October the bill was discussed, and the related report was drafted at
the meeting held on 18, 19 and 20 October. The Prime Minister’s justification at-
tached to the bill was meant to be conclusive about the requisiteness of the pro-
posal, since the lack of such legal regulation could be felt even by the general pub-
lic for years.23 Substantial amendments were made only to Section 10 and 11 stip-
ulating that the right to grant Hungarian citizenship to persons in the country of
Croatia and Slavonia, as well as in the Border Region should be vested to the Hun-
garian Cabinet Council, specifically the Prime Minister.
The bill was drafted with an eye to the unity of the Hungarian state and in con-
formity with similar laws of the Western European countries. The principle of
equal rights was also taken into consideration. In accordance with Section 48, the
Border Region as a separate authority would be organized to a term until its terri-
tory was administratively unified with the country of Croatia and Slavonia. The
Committee also made some concessions with regard to the acquisition of citizen-
ship by adopted foreigners (Section 8).24
Dissents were attached to Sections 1, 15, 30, 32 and 37. New Hungarian citi-
zens could not be citizens of other states at the same time, except for the members
of the royal house, because it would have gone against the idea of Hungarian state-
hood in the face of emphasizing the “individuality of the Hungarian state” and ac-
centuating the “Hungarian nature of citizenship.”25
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The idea of multiple citizenship was not conceded, as it could have occasioned
political misuse, and generated enormous tangles and “complications” also in the
field of private law. There existed obligations that could have been evaded in this
manner (e.g., military service). In the event a person had been the citizen of two
states being at war with each other, he would have had to be neutral in the conflict,
or betray his oath of allegiance to one or the other of the countries. Hungary and
Austria were exceptions, since there were 40 to 50 Austrian families that also held
Hungarian citizenship. According to the bill, they were required to declare their
decision within one year “whether they want to preserve their Hungarian or Aus-
trian citizenship.”26 As a principle, the exclusivity of Hungarian citizenship had
been accepted by the bill on citizenship drafted by László Szalay in 1847. There-
fore, it was requisite to stipulate in Section 20 that “Hungarian citizenship shall be
lost by those entering the tie of another state,”27 while Section 37 was intended to
be completely omitted. The committee also wanted to regulate that persons natu-
ralized by means of the royal diploma should not be the members of the legislature
immediately. Besides, the committee’s minority opinion called for the cancella-
tion of Sections 30 and 32, because such provisions disagreed with the principle
that Hungarian citizens, just like their American or English counterparts, could
preserve their Hungarian citizenship everywhere and for all times until they vol-
untarily renounced it.28 This could not be in the interest of the Hungarian nation.
Under Section 30 of the bill, persons living abroad would lose their citizenship
if they did not return in response to the so-called “gazette summons” initiated by
the government at its own discretion. Apart from the restriction on personal free-
dom, this solution lodged too a large power in the hands of the government. Also,
gazette summons were not regarded as expedient because it could not be required
from Hungarian citizens residing abroad that they read official gazettes. In accor-
dance with Section 32, citizens living abroad for more than ten years could return
“only as foreigners.”29 Such a provision was found to be justified by the commit-
tee for countries with overpopulation (Germany). On the other hand England con-
stituted a situation where the period could also be characterized as one of overpop-
ulation, but no one was divested from their citizenship in their absence. Thus, the
legislators opined that such regulation would have been proper neither in Hun-
gary, because “the elimination of every single citizen can be considered as a
loss.”30
Another reason why the Committee was unwilling to approve the provision
was that it would deprive not only the citizen of his national status, but his family
residing with him, as well. For example, if a Hungarian citizen got married abroad
and had children, who were – for the time being – also qualified as Hungarians,
and then the father happened to stay abroad for ten years, every member of the
family would lose their citizenship. The representatives viewed this part of the
proposal pronouncedly erroneous as owing to the fact that if someone lost his citi-
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zenship without either being willing to be a subject of another state, or being the
citizen of any other state, then he would be a foreigner to the whole world. The mi-
nority opinion held that no one might wish such a grievous destiny to any Hungar-
ian citizen.31
At the meeting of the House of Representatives held on 5 November Represen-
tative Aladár Molnár submitted one, while Representative Károly Csider put for-
ward two proposals that the committee debated on the same day. Aladár Molnár
motioned that Paragraph 2 of Section 37 be cancelled, and naturalization under
Section 17 be given effect by allowing the person naturalized to be immediately
the member of the national legislation, only if the citizen could prove that he had
been dismissed from the state he had belonged to, and on condition that such dis-
missal did exist under the laws of the state in question. Later, Aladár Molnár
amended his proposal by suggesting that it should be applied not only to Section
17, but to the whole act, as well. The Committee did not accept either the original,
or the amended proposal, saying that “it would disagree with an already estab-
lished principle of the bill, the possibility of dual citizenship.”32 Yet, the Commit-
tee supported that immediate membership in the national legislature should be re-
stricted in the ten years required by Section 15 of the Act as corresponding to the
proposal. Consequently, they proposed the insertion of a new passage after Sec-
tion 17.
The unusual extent effect of naturalization under Section 17 whereby
a person thus naturalized may become a member of the national leg-
islation immediately after naturalization is to be applied only, if the
person naturalized proves that he has been dismissed from the state
he belonged to, provided that such dismissal is permitted under the
laws of the given state.33
By his proposal Representative Károly Csider intended to achieve the insertion
of the following new passage after Section 42: “As in accordance with Section 9,
applications for naturalization shall be submitted to the authorities being compe-
tent under the Applicant’s belonging to the township tie specified in Sections 39,
40, 41, 42.”34 The Committee accepted the motion, though according to their opin-
ion the proposed regulation had been implicitly in the bill. Therefore, admitting
the proposal, they inserted an additional Section following Sections 42. This pas-
sage of the bill asserted that in cases under Sections 39, 40, 41, and 42 any applica-
tion for re-naturalization should be submitted to the authorities being competent
under the Applicant’s belonging to the township tie, and specified in Section 9. In
the event there was no such a township tie, because the Applicant’s admission was
in progress, he had to submit his application to the authority that had previously
undertaken his admission.
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In his second motion, the representative requested to insert after Section 43 that
the time period of the citizenship having been lost earlier should be counted in the
ten years that was required from the person naturalized to be the member of the na-
tional legislation by Section 15 of the bill. This regulation would have been in ef-
fect only for re-naturalized persons, and the motion was also supported by the
committee. In general, they backed up the idea to provide re-naturalized persons
with more favorable conditions as concerning the practice of political rights.
On 30 October Pál Hoffmann and Sándor Dárday presented new proposals for
amendments to the Naturalization Committee. The proposals concerned Section
3, 4, 5, and 19 of the bill. First, Pál Hoffmann’s motion was discussed, but they
disapproved even its structural framing, as it intended to combine the above-men-
tioned passages in two paragraphs.
The first proposal considered the issue of who were to be regarded as Hungar-
ian citizens:
– members of the royal house (so much it stood to reason to the Representatives
as they did not want to concretize it);
– any Hungarian citizen’s legitimate children, even if they were born abroad;
– those legitimized;
– those acquiring citizenship by marriage.
The second proposal then put some supplementary lettering to Section 3 (e.g.,
following the word “acquire” the expression “Hungarian citizenship” was to be
inserted in the bill). However, Representative Dárday’s motion for stylistic
amendments was not accepted.
3. The Detailed Parliamentary Debate of the Proposition
What followed was the debate of the bill in the House of Representatives.
Nándor Szederkényi in his opinion presented earlier was joined by Lajos
Mocsáry, who in his speech declared:
I cannot accept the bill in question as a subject of detailed debate, es-
pecially with respect to the fact that this bill contains elements
whereby I regard the notion of Hungarian statehood … being
contested … and I fully share the opinion of my honorable friend,
Nándor Szederkényi that here a certain novel contrivance, namely
the principle of common Austrian Hungarian citizenship hs emerged,
and came to the foreground.35
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He reckoned to reveal deviation from the current legal practice in the non-obser-
vance of two particular legal principles:
… no Hungarian citizen may be deprived of his civil rights until he
has requested the same. This is one of the essential characteristics of
the Hungarian conception. While cardinal issue is that naturalization
is a right reserved not to the monarch, but to the Parliament.36
As concerning Section 32, it was Mocsáry, who could put into words most un-
equivocally the objective of the government as conceived by the opposition:
Are you aware of the consequences of enacting this law? You are
turning Kossuth himself an exile. Because if he should come back,
his return will not even enable him to be elected a representative. I
personally hope that the nation will not expatriate the faithful from
her heart, but expatriate those who want to exile Lajos Kossuth, those
who do not shrink from extending the scope of common affairs, those
who do not shrink from introducing such a bill to debate. I myself
cannot accept the bill as a subject of detailed debate.37
On behalf of the Government, it was Minister of Justice Tivadar Pauler and
Prime Minister Kálmán Tisza who briefly responded to opposition claims.
Throughout the detailed debate, the possibility of dual citizenship also heated the
passions. According to Imre Veszter, “there are hardly any issues in private law
that would not turn into most diverse and labyrinthine complications under the un-
restricted retention of dual citizenship,”38 and to resolve this situation he sug-
gested that persons entering the tie of another state should lose their Hungarian
citizenship and that foreigners should not be naturalized in Hungary until they
proved their dismissal on condition that such dismissal did exist under the laws of
their homeland; and if the country in question did not concede the legal institution
of dismissal, such foreigners should declare in the Hungarian oath of allegiance
“that during being the citizens of the Hungarian state: they will not exercise the
rights arising from their former citizenship.”39
Pál Hoffmann moved to settle the same issue with a quintessential amendment:
“allegiance binding to any foreign state cannot be on terms with the capacity of
being a Hungarian citizen.”40 In his response, Kálmán Tisza explained:
… the Hungarian state would be in a – I do not want to say – subordi-
nate, but in any case worse situation compared with other states, if
she declared that whoever is the citizen of another state, cannot be the
citizen of the Hungarian state ... and when considering the prestige of
the state and the dignity of the state, I hold it as more appropriate ... if
a state enounces: everyone can remain my citizen until I rule other-
wise, regardless of what other countries may do with them.41
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This argumentation proved to be imposing, and the original wording that had
generated much controversy was maintained: “Section 1: Citizenship in the coun-
tries of the Hungarian Holy Crown shall be one and the same.”
The next focal point of disagreement surfaced with the debate on the legal insti-
tution of naturalization by means of a royal diploma for outstanding merits. From
the side of the opposition, the conception was first challenged by Albert Apponyi.
In his speech, he explained that the introduction of the new legal institution would
have constituted a break with the old tradition of public law, since it gave rise to a
way of acquiring citizenship from which the Parliament would be excluded; the
initiative lay in the hands of the government, while the act was made effective as
sanctioned by the royal diploma. In the evolving debate it was Aladár Molnár who
could put the problem the most clearly:
The question ... is who should grant this benefit bestowed for merits,
and who is to judge those merits? According to the proposition, it is
the Government, and under their proposal the monarch: in Count
Apponyi’s motion, as corresponding to the long established practice,
it is the Parliament, whose resolution shall then be sanctioned by the
monarch.42
Opposition debaters argued by listing foreign examples, and envisioned the
“dreadful” picture of the native Hungarian rendered to minority status in his own
legislative body.43 In addition, all their speeches reflected the underlying principle
of the opposition, which was stressed throughout the whole parliamentary debate:
struggle against the increase of Austrian influence.
The governmental side characterized the proposition as a practical device to
award outstanding merits instantly, and in order to “calm” down the opposition
they emphasized the guarantee ensured by the supervision of the government by
the Parliament. After that, the issue was decided upon by roll-call voting that
brought about a majority for the original proposition.44
Discussions on the right of the Ban of Croatia to grant citizenship were accom-
panied by an exceptionally heated debate. In accordance with Section 10 of Act 30
of 1868, often mentioned as the Croatian–Hungarian Compromise, “as concern-
ing the issues of citizenship and naturalization, there shall be common legislation,
but the execution of such regulations shall be reserved to the countries of
Croatia–Slavonia and Dalmatia.” In the course of the detailed debate of the law on
citizenship, however, the majority of the Naturalization Committee presented
such a draft to the representatives that would assign the execution to the Cabinet
Council and the Prime Minister across the whole of the territory of the Hungarian
Crown. This contrasted with the original wording by the Government, as well as
with the above-quoted regulation of the law. In his speech, the presenter touched
upon the issues of execution, state sovereignty and the relevant points in the Cro-
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atian–Hungarian public law agreement. Finally, after a heated debate the green
light was given to the original governmental conception, that is the naturalization
right of the Ban of Croatia.45
As has been mentioned above, it was Section 32 that generated the most heated
passions and ardent opinions, as it intended to introduce the loss of citizenship af-
ter 10 years of absence to Hungary’s law. The opposition designated the proposi-
tion as an open governmental assault against political emigrants, which at the
same time determined the orientation of the evolving debate. The weight of legal
argumentation was dwarfed by political speeches and contributions echoing ap-
prehension for the nation.46 The governmental side tried to soothe the opposition
(and its own conscience) by asserting that the retention of citizenship was bound
to a simple declaration that, owing to its insignificance, could not seriously con-
flict even with the principles of emigrants. On the opposition side, this approach
was confronted with the words by Ignác Helfy, who observed, “When a political
conviction or a political act is concerned, it cannot be the question whether it is
large or small. In political matters, it is not the largeness of the act that raises im-
portance, rather the inherent humiliation.”47 At the end of the passionate debate
that tended to involve personal remarks, the opposition presented a united front
for Ernõ Simonyi’s amendatory motion. “Section 33: Provisions of Section 32
will not apply to those having emigrated for political reasons.”48
On behalf of the Government, the Prime Minister, Kálmán Tisza took the floor,
and asked the Honorable House to disapprove the proposal. He argued that the in-
stitution of re-naturalization was regulated in Section 41 of the bill, and on the ba-
sis of the related provisions persons returning to Hungary could automatically re-
gain their lost citizenship by being admitted to the tie of any township; conse-
quently, the opposition’s accusation of expatriation was not true. Eventually,
Tisza tried to highlight the underlying logic of the government’s proposition in the
summary of his speech:
As far as I am concerned, I consider it [i.e., Simonyi’s amendatory
motion] as one that cannot be accepted, because firstly ... citizenship
rights can be actively exercised only by persons that are in the
country ... and secondly because – as I have said – everywhere in the
world those who want to exercise citizenship rights may disapprove
some laws, but are nevertheless obliged to acknowledge being sub-
ject to such laws ... thirdly because ... it may indeed grant liberty of
those who act against the existence of the Hungarian state, not only
condemning the laws of the country, but subverting her existence. I
myself will not approve the motion, and implore the Honorable
House far as not to approve it ..., but omit the passage proposed.49
The majority in the House of Representatives did listen to their Prime Minister
again, and in the roll-call vote, by a vote of 193 representatives out of the 442 be-
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ing validly present – since the Chairman did not vote –, they dismissed Ernõ
Simonyi’s amendatory proposal with 141:52, and finally, the original wording by
the government was accepted.
The remaining sections of the bill were discussed by the House of Representa-
tives without notable disputes, and at last on 8 November 1879, after the third
reading, the representatives approved the bill with 88 yeas and 73 nays; then it was
sent over to the Upper House for discussion and consent.
Again, the bill was discussed, and after the general and principle debate it was
approved. This procedure was followed by the detailed debate, wherein the Upper
House accepted the title of the act, as well as Sections 1 to 3 with no modification.
After reconciliation with Sections 5, 6, and 3, Section 4 was proposed to be ac-
cepted as follows: “By means of legitimization, citizenship may be obtained by
the illegitimate children of Hungarian citizens born to foreign women.”50 Sections
5 to 13 were also approved without any amendments. For taking the oath (affirma-
tion) specified in Section 14, the Upper House referred to the significance and so-
lemnity of the act, and wished the form of the oath to be conceived accordingly.
When making reference to His Majesty’s name, they proposed to use the address
of “His Majesty, Emperor and King, Apostolic King of Hungary” instead of “His
Majesty, Apostolic King of Hungary.”51 The following sections of the bill, up to
Section 29 were accepted with no modifications. In the second line of Section 30,
they intended to omit the conjunction “also” from the text, since they deemed it as
confusing to comprehension. The Upper House did not change Sections 31 to 47,
either. On the other hand, in the fourth and fifth line of the second paragraph of
Section 48 they wished to replace the words “Croatian Border Region” with the
expression of “Croatian–Slavonian Border region. The next sections were ac-
cepted without any amendments, as well. After that, the bill with the above
amendments was accepted by the Upper House, and “on this decision, the House
of Representatives shall be informed in order to hold the constitutional debate, as
well as to obtain their kind consent.”52
The Naturalization Committee discussed the proposals on 20 November and
approved the amendments to Sections 4, 30, and 48, as well as the form of the
oath. This latter modification was accepted only because it corresponded to the le-
gal practice of the time.53
In the form of a legislative act, the authentic text of the accepted bill was sent to
the Prime Minister by György Lukács.54 Indeed, he forwarded the bill that had
been worded by the Naturalization Committee. In this proposition, amendments
having been approved by the House of Representatives and the Upper House were
entered as handwritten.55 Apart from some minor stylistic changes, the Upper
House approved the whole text of the bill, which then was submitted to Emperor
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Franz Joseph; he sanctioned the bill on 20 December 1879, and it came into force
on January 5, 1880.56 The new act completely corresponded to conditions in Hun-
gary in the period.57
4. Acquisition of Citizenship
In Hungarian constitutional history the system of citizenship was based on the
right of lineage, which meant that children inherited their fathers’ citizenship. The
majority of Hungarian citizens in the second half of the nineteenth century were
natural born Hungarians, who had acquired their citizenship by way of lineage.
The first citizenship law defined the following cases whereby Hungarian citi-
zenship could be acquired: descent, legitimization, naturalization, and marri-
age. 58 This listing in the law was complete; in other words there were no other
ways of obtaining citizenship.59 According to some researchers, additional ways
also included retrieving and acquiring citizenship on the basis of “an old right” (or
“implicitly”).60 After the framing of the law, the number of legal titles further in-
creased. Act 4 of 1886 introduced the institution of re-admission for the large
number of those re-settling in Hungary.61 Hungarian citizenship could therefore
be acquired in a direct and an indirect way. In the first group the only possibility
was birth. These citizens could be called “native Hungarians” (Hungari nativi).62
In the second group belong the received or naturalized Hungarians (Hungari
recepti), who obtained citizenship by way of legalisation, naturalisation or mar-
riage.63
The voluntary intention originating in one’s own resolve, which was among the
objectives of the law, was fully asserted in case of naturalization only.64
According to Hungarian citizenship law, entering state service did not automat-
ically result in obtaining citizenship. The only exception was when the moving
into the country was for the purpose of settling down permanently and the acquisi-
tion of residence in a township was already under way.65
The ministerial justification of the law specifically mentions the German regu-
lations of 1870, in harmony with which the bill of 1879 was drafted. The German
citizenship law defined the legal titles of acquiring citizenship in a way that was
identical with the Hungarian law.
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4.1. Descent
Anybody who was a legitimate child of a Hungarian father, or who was born to
a mother of Hungarian citizenship was also a Hungarian citizen.66 This rule was
also applied if the place of birth was abroad.67 This legal provision had been in ef-
fect even before the passing of the citizenship law, since such people were called
the “sons of the home country” (nativi Hungari, patriae filii).68 If a man of Hun-
garian citizenship married a foreign woman, their children were Hungarian citi-
zens, since the wife lost her original citizenship by reason of the marriage. The
children would also be Hungarian citizens if the mother was a Hungarian citizen
and the father a foreigner. Children born out of wedlock by a foreign mother
would also be considered as natural born Hungarian citizens, if they were legiti-
mized subsequently. Legitimization (marriage and royal legitimization) was basi-
cally the subsequent recognition of citizenship based on birth.69
According to Hungarian constitutional law, if somebody lost his or her Hun-
garian citizenship, this would never be automatically regained. In such cases citi-
zenship would have to be re-acquired.70
There were some states (England, Denmark, Portugal, etc.), which recognized
children born on their territories as their own citizens on the basis of the territorial
principle (jus soli), regardless of what citizenship their parents had. The Hungar-
ian citizenship law only allowed this principle to be asserted in some extraordi-
nary cases. Such a case was, for example, if a child was born in the territory of the
country, but nothing was known of the citizenship of his or her parents, and there-
fore, lineage could not be used to determine the actual citizenship of the child.71
The same principle had to be used in case of foundlings whose parents were not
known at all.72 In both cases it was presumed that the parents were Hungarian citi-
zens since the birth took place on the territory of the Hungarian state. Such a pre-
sumption, however, could be disproved.73
4.2. Marriage
Citizenship could be obtained by way of marriage74 if a foreign woman married
a man of Hungarian citizenship. In such cases the change in the marital status of
the foreign woman ipso facto resulted in the change of her citizenship.75 Her new
citizenship acquired by way of marriage was not subsequently lost even if she was
widowed or divorced.76 Naturally, only legally concluded marriages had such le-
gal consequences, since invalid, void, or contestable marriages, according to Sec-
tion 37 of the law, only had such an effect until the invalidity of the marriage was
pronounced by a final judgment of the court.77
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4.3. Naturalization
78
Foreign nationals could acquire Hungarian citizenship by a deed of naturaliza-
tion or by a royal diploma, as a result of which both they and their descendants
would become Hungarian citizens. The institution of acquisition of citizenship by
way of a deed of naturalization was also known before 1879, since the Hungarian
Royal Minister of the Interior issued such documents from 1867, which also re-
mained in effect after the entry into force of the citizenship law of 1879.79
A foreigner who had not acquired citizenship by way of simple naturalization80
or by way of a deed of naturalization issued after 1867 could only acquire Hungar-
ian citizenship after 8 January 1880 by way of naturalization under the new law,
even if the person had continuously lived on the territory of the country before and
exercised the rights of Hungarian citizens.
Hungarian constitutional law recognized two methods of naturalization: sim-
ple naturalization and special naturalization.81 The emphasis in both cases was on
the definite expression of will and acting according to prescribed forms, and there-
fore, no one could become a Hungarian citizen implicitly, nor could one become a
citizen in the absence of certain basic conditions.
The following conditions had to be met for simple naturalization. The applicant
had to have unlimited capacity of action, or in the absence of such capacity, his or
her guardian’s consent had to be obtained. The applicant also had to either be a
resident of a local township, or at least the procedure for such purpose had to have
been initiated. Communities could not be forced to hold out the prospect of admit-
tance to the township in case of naturalization.82 The applicant had to have lived in
the territory of the Hungarian state for an uninterrupted period of five years. He
had to have been of impeccable conduct, had to have an income or wealth suffi-
cient for maintaining himself and his family, and also had to have been on the list
of taxpayers for at least five years.83 The law, on the other hand, had no provisions
for the examination of the applicant’s emotional attachment as to whether he was
to become a member of the Hungarian state not only materially and physically, but
also morally and spiritually.84 In addition, the law did not require a physical or
mental examination either.85
According to the above conditions, the applicant had to have either unlimited
capacity to action or his representative by law (guardian or trustee) would act on
his behalf in the procedure. Only persons of legal age and capacity to act were able
to request naturalization. Married women living with their husbands could only
obtain Hungarian citizenship on the right of their husbands. A married woman
could only acquire Hungarian citizenship if she lived separated, or the court had
dissolved her marriage, or she was “separated from bed and board,”86 or she was
widowed. A legitimate child could request naturalization on the right of his or her
father, or on the right of the mother, if she was widowed. A child could also be nat-
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uralized at the request of either the father or the mother, if he or she acted as the
child’s legally appointed guardian.
The issuance of a promise of admittance to the township was reserved to the
powers of the autonomous rights of the village or the town, which could only be
practiced under the general decree of the Minister of the Interior no. 44.967/920.
Aspects of national interests also had to be taken into consideration.87
The five years’ domestic residence requirement had to have been fully met.
The existence of immovable property had to be evidence by way of an extract
from the land registration, movable property by way of an official certificate, and
the payment of taxes by way of an extract from the tax registry.88 Tax paid by a
woman was taken into account for her husband, as was tax paid by the father for
his child. Arrears in the payment of taxes were not necessarily a cause of refusal to
the application. (The tax payment requirements set forth by the law, however,
could not be met by paying the taxes in advance for five years.)
The simple legal fact of adoption, therefore, did not automatically result in the
acquisition of Hungarian citizenship, but it did make it easier to meet the condi-
tions.89
The naturalization procedure was always initiated by way of an application.
The mere satisfaction of the prescribed conditions did not automatically result in
the acquisition of Hungarian citizenship; it only opened the possibility to acquire
citizenship.90 It was the prerogative of the Minister of the Interior to decide who
could become a Hungarian citizen. An applicant would only become a Hungarian
citizen when they took the oath of allegiance. A deed of naturalization was consid-
ered as evidence of the acquisition of citizenship if the date of naturalization was
entered on the document by the competent authority. The oath of allegiance had to
be taken within one year from the receipt of the writ issued by the authority; other-
wise, the applicant’s passive conduct caused the loss of the opportunity for be-
coming a Hungarian citizen. The citizen also had the right, however, to revoke the
deed of naturalization in justified cases if the oath of allegiance had not yet been
taken.91
Naturalization by royal diploma took place only in special and extraordinary
cases. Persons could thus receive Hungarian citizenship who had outstanding
achievements in the interest of the country, “who have become worthy of Hungar-
ian citizenship in the service of the Hungarian people.”92 The Minister of the Inte-
rior proposed to the king who should receive such a diploma without the prospects
of admittance to any local township or without having to meet the five years’ resi-
dency requirement or inclusion in the tax registry. In such cases Budapest was al-
ways entered as the place of residence, except if the person thus naturalized re-
ceived admittance to some other township in the meantime. Even such persons
had to take the oath of allegiance, however.93
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It must also be noted that neither simple nor extraordinary naturalization
granted a title of nobility. A naturalized citizen could not be elected to the office of
keeper of the crown and a person naturalized by deed could only become a mem-
ber of the House of Representatives after ten years, or a member of the Upper
House by way of the Parliament (Act 7 of 1885).94
The annexes required by the law had to be attached to the application and certi-
fied. The applicant had to submit the documents to the highest official of the local
authority according to his place of residence (the sub-prefect of the county or the
mayor of the city).95 This rule also applied if the applicant received a promise of
admission from another township. The officials examined the application in terms
of form and content, and then presented the documents, complete with justifica-
tion, to the Minister of the Interior. If they found the application deficient in any
respect, then they called upon the applicant to submit further documentation. If the
Minister of the Interior considered the applicant as worthy of Hungarian citizen-
ship, then he issued the deed of naturalization.96 Otherwise, he rejected the appli-
cation and notified the competent authority of his decision. The competent author-
ity would then notify the decision to the applicant: if the decision was favorable,
then the place and time for taking the oath of allegiance was given; otherwise, the
documents submitted were returned along with the letter of rejection.97 The word-
ing of the oath of allegiance was the following: “I, N. N., swear by the living God
(affirm) that I shall be faithful to His Imperial and Royal Majesty, the Apostolic
King of Hungary, and to the Constitution of the countries of the Royal Crown, and
shall loyally perform my obligations as a Hungarian citizen.”98 A documentary re-
cord was taken of the oath, which was to be signed by the applicant, who subse-
quently received the deed of naturalization and his personal documents. The au-
thorities had to notify the Minister of the Interior of the taking of the oath. The
Minister by turn would notify the Prime Minister and the Royal Hungarian Bureau
of Statistics.99
People who had lived for a period of at least five uninterrupted years before the
coming into force of the first citizenship law on the territory of the Hungarian
Crown and were on the list of taxpayers in the registry of a township were also
considered to be Hungarian citizens, provided that they did not notify the compe-
tent authority according to their place of residence that they wished to maintain
their foreign citizenship.100
Austrian citizens could only be naturalized in Hungary, like Hungarians in
Austria, if they were first dismissed from Austrian or Hungarian citizenship, re-
spectively, in accordance with the Treaty of 1870.101
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4.4. Favored naturalization (re-naturalization)
102
The main difference between favored naturalization and the previously de-
scribed procedure was that the former could only be applied to originally Hungar-
ian citizens, while naturalization was a procedure reserved for foreign citizens.
Not all former Hungarian citizens could use this easier procedure. Those who
were excluded from Hungarian citizenship by an authority’s decision did not qual-
ify. Such persons had seriously violated their obligations as citizens. Those who
had lost their Hungarian citizenship by way of legitimization, and were therefore
considered as foreigners on the basis of the citizenship of their fathers, also be-
longed to this circle.103 A person could acquire a new citizenship both by way of
naturalization and re-naturalization, but there was still a significant difference be-
tween the two situations, since in the latter case, only the legal ties had been bro-
ken “between the Hungarian state and its son, who lost his Hungarian citizenship,
yet the ethical ties were not broken.”104
Several groups could be established within the circle of those subject to favor-
able naturalization. A person who had lost his citizenship by way of dismissal or
absence and did not obtain another citizenship could be re-naturalized as a citizen
even if he had not returned to the country in the meantime. Such a person would be
given admittance to his former township upon re-naturalization. If a person ob-
tained a new citizenship, he could only be re-naturalized if he returned to the terri-
tory of Hungary and a township promised to admit this person as a resident. In the
latter case, the Minister of the Interior had no room for discretion, unlike in the
former situation.
Additional advantages were provided by the citizenship law to women and mi-
nors. A woman who had lost her citizenship not independently but by way of the
dismissal or absence of her husband, or by way of marriage to a foreigner, was
given Hungarian citizenship, provided that her marriage had terminated, and she
had already initiated the procedure for admittance to a township. A minor, on the
other hand, who had lost his citizenship by reason of his father’s dismissal or ab-
sence was re-naturalized as a Hungarian citizen when either he became of legal
age or his father died, provided that his admittance to a township was under
way.105
Documents proving that such a person had formerly been a Hungarian citizen
had to be submitted with the application.106 In all other respects the procedure was
the same as in case of simple naturalization.107
The ten-year rule for becoming a member of the legislature did not apply to
re-naturalized persons, except if they originally acquired their citizenship by natu-
ralization not more than ten years before.108
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4.5. Naturalization of re-settlers in large numbers
The above provisions applied to emigrants and their immediate family mem-
bers, and did not take into consideration the return of the descendants of Hungari-
ans, who had left the country several generations before. To fill in this gap, Act 4
of 1884 extended the provisions of the citizenship law relating to favored natural-
ization.109 The date when the applicant’s forbears left the country could not be
taken into consideration. The township to which the applicant was to belong to
had to be established by the authority, and several applicants intending to settle in
the same place could submit a joint application for naturalization.110
4.6. Legitimization
An illegitimate child born to a Hungarian man and a foreign citizen woman
could acquire Hungarian citizenship by way of legitimization. The subsequent
marriage of such a child’s parents was to have the result on the child’s citizenship
as if they had been born in wedlock.111 A naturalized father’s citizenship did not
extend to his legitimized children, if they were already of legal age. In such a case
the children were only able to obtain Hungarian citizenship by way of ordinary
naturalization. Legitimization was to have a retroactive force to the date of the
child’s birth.112 The precise order of procedure was not defined by the law; there-
fore, subsequent marriage and royal legitimization had the same effect.113
It can be observed that in subsequent citizenship laws less and less room was
available for state interference. One by one, the reasons used for the enforcement
of the peculiar legal principles of the age were removed from among the condi-
tions.
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